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ABSTRACT

In this study, a three-dimensional mesoscale model was used to numerically simulate the well-known “98.7” heavy
rainfall event that affected the Yangtze Valley in July 1998. Two experiments were conducted to analyze the impact of
moist processes on the development of meso-β scale vortices (MβV) and their triggering by mesoscale wind perturbation
(MWP). In the experiment in which the latent heat feedback (LHF) scheme was switched off, a stable low-level col field
(i.e., saddle field—a region between two lows and two highs in the isobaric surface) formed, and the MWP triggered a weak
MβV. However, when the LHF scheme was switched on as the MWP was introduced into the model, the MβV developed
quickly and intense rainfall and a mesoscale low-level jet (mLLJ) were generated. The thickness of the air column and average
temperature between 400 and 700 hPa decreased without the feedback of latent heat, whereas they increased quickly when the
LHF scheme was switched on, with the air pressure falling at low levels but rising at upper levels. A schematic representation
of the positive feedbacks among the mesoscale vortex, rainfall, and mLLJ shows that in the initial stage of the MβV, the MWP
triggers light rainfall and the latent heat occurs at low levels, which leads to weak convergence and ageostrophic winds. In the
mature stage of the MβV, convection extends to the middle-to-upper levels, resulting in an increase in the average temperature
and a stretching of the air column. A low-level cyclonic circulation forms under the effect of Coriolis torque, and the mLLJ
forms to the southeast of the MβV.
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1. Introduction
Mesoscale vortices are one of the most important weather

systems associated with heavy rainfall. During the sum-
mer in China, an approximately west–east orientated 850- or
700-hPa shear line associated with the mei-yu front usually
occurs over the Yangtze River basin. Ninomiya (2000) in-
dicated that the meso-α-scale mei-yu front is characterized
by intense precipitation, a low-level jet (LLJ) stream, nearly
moist-neutral stratification, and a strong gradient of equiv-
alent potential temperature. Ninomiya (2000) also showed
that the strong latent heat release (LHR) is one of the factors
that sustains the ascending motion in the frontal zone. Stud-
ies have shown that many mesoscale low-level vortices form
within the shear line, and the LLJ to the south of the shear
line brings warm and moist air to the heavy rainfall regions
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(Matsumoto et al., 1970; Ding, 1992; Chen et al., 2006). Mat-
sumoto et al. (1970) referred to the low-level low within the
mei-yu front as an intermediate-scale (300–1000 km) system
that forms under the synoptic-scale background. With the de-
velopment of observational techniques and mesoscale mod-
els, high-spatial-resolution data analysis (Bei et al., 2002;
Wang et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2011; Jiang and Wang, 2012)
has shown that large numbers of low-level systems that di-
rectly induce heavy rainfall are meso-α- or meso-β-scale vor-
tices (MβVs) with size scales of several hundred kilometers
in midlatitude China.

The moist processes, and in particular LHR, are essen-
tial for the development of cyclones and intensification of
the associated rainfall (Kuo and Reed, 1988; Davis, 1992;
Stoelinga, 1996; Novak et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011). By us-
ing mesoscale reanalysis data, Xu et al. (2011) indicated that
the evolution of mesoscale convective vortices is closely re-
lated to the strength of the positive interaction between con-
vection and the vortex. Posselt and Martin (2004) showed
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that LHR associated with precipitation poleward of the sur-
face low enhances the development of the potential vorticity
(PV) treble-cleft structure aloft. Using two-dimensional nu-
merical integrations, Cho (1993) indicated that the mesoscale
organization of precipitation in midlatitude cyclones may be
caused by a positive feedback process between potential-
vorticity anomalies and LHR during condensation.

Previous studies have demonstrated that the development
of a mesoscale low-level vortex is associated with the inten-
sification of the LLJ to the south of a heavy rainfall region,
which is driven by the downward mixing of southwesterly
momentum from upper levels by convection (Ninomiya and
Akiyama, 1974), the adjustment of the thermal wind (Chen,
1982), the interaction between the upper-level jet and adia-
batic processes (Uccellini et al., 1987), and the feedback of
latent heat from precipitation (Hsu and Sun, 1994; Chen et
al., 2006). Chen et al. (1998) indicated that the heavy rain-
fall associated with the mei-yu front over the Yangtze basin
is triggered by a perturbation that is caused by a mesoscale
LLJ (mLLJ). The intense rainfall and mLLJ develop simul-
taneously, and there is a positive relationship between heavy
rainfall and the mLLJ. They also indicated that the relation-
ship between heavy rainfall and the mLLJ remains unclear.
Using a numerical simulation of a mesoscale convective sys-
tem (MCS) that generated heavy rainfall over Taiwan on 7
June 1998, Zhang et al. (2003b) found that the pressure gra-
dient force and the horizontal advection were the main con-
tributors to the development of the mLLJ in the developing
stage. However, the role of moist processes in the develop-
ment of the mLLJ and mesoscale vortices in the aforemen-
tioned studies left many questions to be answered.

Why do many mesoscale low-level vortices form within
the shear line? What roles does the mLLJ to the south of
the shear line play in the formation of vortices? What is the
relationship between the mLLJ, LHR and vortices? One of
the difficulties associated with studying the role of moist pro-
cesses within mesoscale vortices is to separately evaluate the
effects of the thermal and dynamic processes and the feed-
back of thermal effects to the wind fields. However, although
it is important to isolate the effects of the thermal and dy-
namic processes, it is difficult to trigger the mesoscale vortex
using dynamic processes when the thermal process scheme
is switched off in the model. Our research (Jiang and Wang,
2012; Jiang et al., 2012) has demonstrated that a weak wind
environment favors the formation of mesoscale vortices. A
weak mesoscale vortex can be triggered by mesoscale wind
perturbation (MWP) in the col field (i.e., saddle field—a re-
gion between two lows and two highs in the isobaric surface).
In this paper, the famous “98.7” heavy rainfall event that oc-
curred in eastern Hubei Province (Bei et al., 2002), which
was a typical case of heavy rainfall developing in a steady
col field, is studied numerically using an improved version
of the three-dimensional η-coordinate mesoscale model de-
signed by Yu et al. (1994). In an idealized experiment, an
MWP is induced in the col field in the model without consid-
ering the thermal effects. For comparison, another idealized
experiment, which included the thermal effects, is analyzed

to study the role of moist processes in mesoscale vortices.

2. Model and method

We used the same model for this study as did Jiang and
Wang (2012). The model is an improved version of the three-
dimensional η-coordinate mesoscale model designed by Yu
et al. (1994). The experiments were performed using the do-
main (20◦–50◦N, 70◦–125◦E), with a horizontal resolution of
0.25◦ × 0.125◦ in the zonal and meridional directions, respec-
tively, and 23 vertical levels. The simulation settings included
the cumulus parameterization Betts (1986) and the Blackada
planetary boundary layer parameterization (Zhang and An-
thes, 1982).

In Jiang and Wang (2012), an MWP was introduced into
the model near the col point (a singular point in the col field
where the wind speed is zero), and the perturbation-induced
MβV was analyzed. It was shown that the MβV induced by
the MWP was weak and persisted for only a few hours if the
latent heat feedback (LHF) scheme was switched off in the
model. The magnitude of the MWP also decreased rapidly.
However, when the model LHF scheme was switched on, the
mLLJ and MβV developed rapidly and were accompanied
by intense rainfall. For this study, we conducted two experi-
ments to investigate the effects of LHF on MβV development.
The perturbation wind is defined as:

u′ = U0e−cr2
, v′ = V0e−cr2

, (1)

where r is the distance apart from the perturbation center, c
is the attenuation coefficient of the wind speed, and U0 and
V0 are the central wind speed of perturbation in the x- and
y-direction, respectively. The central wind speed of initial
southwesterly MWP, located at (31◦N, 114.25◦E), was set as
25 m s−1. The MWP with the same structure at 8–17 model
levels (about 600 to 850 hPa) was prescribed.

In this study, the LHF was taken to be the main element
of the moist processes. The numerical experiment scheme is
shown in Table 1. In EXP1, the LHF scheme was switched
off for the whole run, whereas in EXP2 it was switched on
as the perturbation was introduced into the model at t = 17
h. In the control simulations (i.e., real simulations, consid-
ering the LHF but without MWP), the 700-hPa mLLJ to the
south of the col point that occurs at t = 17 h intensifies with
the integration. The maximum wind speed of the mLLJ was
greater than 12 m s−1 at t = 24 h in association with the inten-
sification of the MβV and rainfall (figures omitted). Without
considering the LHF, the mLLJ and MβV cannot form, so the
MWP was introduced into the model at t = 17 h.

Table 1. Numerical experimental design.

Experiment LHF

EXP1 Switched off

EXP2 Switched on as the perturbation is introduced into
the model
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3. Numerical experiments
3.1. Description of the “98.7” heavy rainfall event in

China
The “98.7” heavy rainfall event is well known all over

China. During 21–22 July 1998, heavy rainfall fell along the
Yangtze River Valley in eastern Hubei Province. The accu-
mulated precipitation was 633 mm at the Parrot Island station
in Wuhan, and 501.8 mm of rain fell in Huangshi over the two
days, leading to serious flooding across the Yangtze basin. It
has been suggested that this heavy rainfall was directly trig-
gered by a meso-β scale weather system (Bei et al., 2002;
Jiang and Wang, 2012).

Figure 1 shows the 500-hPa synoptic map and 700-hPa
streamlines at 0000 UTC 21 July 1998 based on the 0.5◦ ×
0.5◦ resolution GAME (GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experi-
ment; GEWEX: Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment)
reanalysis data provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency
and the Earth Observation Research Center/National Space of
Development Agency of Japan. The precipitation dataset was
obtained from the National Meteorological Center of China.
The southwest vortex (SWV), which was located over (26◦–
32◦N, 102◦–112◦E), was so strong that it is very clear at 500
hPa. Wuhan was located to the east of the SWV, where the
winds were relatively light. A col field is evident between
the SWV and the vortex in Anhui Province at 700 hPa, and
Wuhan is close to the col point. The southwest flows to the
south of the col field brought warm and moist air to the region
of heavy rainfall.

3.2. EXP1
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the 700-hPa streamlines

and vorticity in EXP1 and EXP2. In EXP1, the MWPs induce
a mesoscale positive vertical relative vorticity (hereafter, vor-
ticity) region with a maximum vorticity greater than 16×10−5

s−1near the col point at t = 17 h. The maximum vorticity then

falls rapidly to about 8× 10−5 s−1 at t = 19 h, and to about
4× 10−5 s−1 at t = 21 h. The vorticity is then maintained at
the same intensity until t = 27 h, but the maximum value falls
to less than 4× 10−5 s−1 at t = 30 h. Under the influence of
MWPs, a dynamic MβV forms near the col point at t = 21 h.
The MβV is so weak that it persists for less than 2 h. This
suggests that MWPs are able to induce a weak MβV. How-
ever, the MβV is short-lived without the LHF.

3.3. EXP2
As in EXP1, the positive vorticity also decreases quickly

as the perturbation is introduced into the model (Figs. 2d–f).
The maximum vorticity fell to about 8×10−5 s−1 at t = 19 h
because of the weak rainfall and associated weak LHR before
t = 19 h. Figure 3 shows the evolution of precipitation inten-
sity within (30◦–31◦N, 113.5◦–114.5◦E) in EXP1 and EXP2.
The region covers the 48-h accumulated precipitation center
near Wuhan in EXP2. The precipitation amount is extremely
small in EXP1 (without LHF), whereas it increases rapidly
after the LHF scheme is switched on in EXP2. With the in-
tensification of the rainfall in EXP2, the vorticity increases
after t = 21 h. The MβV forms at t = 19 h, which is earlier
than in EXP1 by about 2 h. When the rainfall intensifies, the
MβV also develops, with a maximum vorticity greater than
12× 10−5 s−1 at t = 21 h and 20× 10−5 s−1 at t = 23 h. Our
simulation results show that the LHF must play an important
role in the development of the MβV.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the 700-hPa winds, vor-
ticity, divergence, and 2.5-min accumulated precipitation in
EXP2. The southwesterly MWPs result in the formation of
the vorticity and a divergence couplet. The vorticity main-
tains its intensity until t = 30 min, with a maximum vorticity
greater than 12×10−5 s−1. This vorticity is the source of the
weak MβV formation. Although the divergence couplet de-
creases rapidly, it triggers the deep mesoscale vertical circu-
lation (not shown). There are two inverse circulations above

Fig. 1. Synoptic maps from (a) 500 hPa and (b) 700 hPa at 0000 UTC 21 July 1998. The solid lines denote geopotential
height (contoured every 20 gpm); the dashed lines denote temperature (contoured every 2◦C); full and half barbs repre-
sent 4 and 2 m s−1, respectively; the solid lines with arrows denote streamlines; the shading shows the 48-h accumulated
precipitation (mm) from 0000 UTC 21 to 0000 UTC 23 July 1998; “N” marks the location of Wuhan in Hubei Province;
and the ellipse frame denotes the 700-hPa col field.
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Fig. 2. 700-hPa streamlines and vorticity (units: 10−5 s−1) in EXP1 at (a) t = 17 h, (b) t = 19 h and (c) t = 21 h, and in
EXP2 at (d) t = 19 h, (e) t = 21 h and (f) t = 23 h. The shading denotes vorticity greater than 4×10−5 s−1.

and below 800 hPa. The 2.5-min accumulated precipitation
patterns show that the rainfall occurs mainly in the 700-hPa
divergence region, but not in the convergence region. The wa-

ter vapors transported by the southwesterly flows condense
after being lifted by the updrafts associated with the shallow
vertical circulation below 800 hPa.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of average precipitation intensity (mm h−1) in
region of 30◦–31◦N, 113.5◦–114.5◦E in EXP1 (gray line) and
EXP2 (black line).

3.4. Comparative analysis

Figure 5 shows the differences in the 700-hPa wind speed
and geopotential height between EXP2 and EXP1. After 1 h
of integration (i.e., t = 18 h) as the MWP is introduced into
the model, the wind speed near the perturbation in EXP2 is
slightly greater than that in EXP1. The maximum difference
is about 0.6 m s−1. However, the geopotential height near
the perturbation in EXP2 is greater than that in EXP1, with a
maximum difference greater than 4 gpm. With the intensifi-
cation of rainfall in EXP2, the latent heat increases. An MβV
forms to the northwest of the perturbation at t = 19 h. The
wind speeds decrease near the vortex center and increase to
the northeast and southwest of the vortex. The geopotential
heights in EXP2 also decrease quickly near the vortex center,
with a difference of less than −8 gpm at t = 20 h and less than
−14 gpm at t = 24 h. The wind speeds to the south and north
of the vortex in EXP2 increase with the integration, respec-
tively. The maximum wind speed differences are greater than
2.5 m s−1 at t = 24 h and greater than 4 m s−1 at t = 30 h. As

Fig. 4. 700-hPa vorticity (shaded; contoured every 3× 10−5 s−1), divergence (black lines; contoured every 2× 10−5

s−1), wind vectors (green arrows; units: m s−1), and 2.5-min accumulated precipitation (red lines; every 0.03 mm), at
(a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min and (d) 30 min, from t = 17 h, in EXP2.
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Fig. 5. Differences in 700-hPa wind speed (shaded according to scale; units: m s−1) and geopotential height (lines;
contoured every 2 gpm) between EXP2 and EXP1 at (a) t = 18 h, (b) t = 20 h, (c) t = 24 h and (d) t = 30 h.

the scale of the strong wind region is about 100 to 200 km,
we follow Chen et al. (1998) and define it as an mLLJ. This
mLLJ can be regarded as the mesoscale disturbance associ-
ated with the rainstorms in their study. Our simulation results
suggest that the low-level pressure drops are caused by the
LHR, and then the mLLJ intensifies and the MβV develops.
The southwesterly and northeasterly mLLJs to the south and
north of the MβV play important roles in the development of
the MβV.

Figure 6 shows the differences in the 500-hPa wind speed
and geopotential height between EXP2 and EXP1. The wind
speeds above the perturbation in EXP2 increase clearly from
t = 18 h to t = 20 h, while the wind speeds to the southwest
of the perturbation decrease. A weak wind speed difference
center forms above Wuhan at t = 24 h, along with a weak cy-
clonic circulation. At the same time, the wind speeds to the
north and south of the weak vortex in EXP2 increase and de-
crease, respectively. The evolution of the 500-hPa geopoten-
tial height is markedly different from that at 700 hPa. Under
the influence of the latent heat in EXP2, the 500-hPa geopo-
tential height rises near the perturbation, leading to a differ-
ence greater than 10 gpm by t = 20 h.

According to hydrostatic balance theory, the thickness of

the air column is proportional to average temperature,

∆z =
RT
g0

ln
pb

pt
, (2)

where pb and pt are the pressure of isobaric surfaces; ∆z and
T are the thickness and average temperature of the air column
between pb and pt, respectively; R is the gas constant; and g0
is the average of the gravitational acceleration. We define the
thickness of the air column and average temperature between
400 and 700 hPa as DH and TA, respectively:

DH = H400−H700 ; (3)

TA =
1

logp6− logp1

5∑

n=2

Tn(logpn+1− logpn−1) . (4)

Here, H is the geopotential height; Tn (n = 2...5) is the tem-
perature at the 400, 500, 600 and 700 hPa levels; and pn
(n = 1...6) is the pressure at 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800
hPa. Next, we define the differences in DH and TA between
EXP2 and EXP1 as DDH and DTA:

DDH = DHEXP2−DHEXP1 ; (5)
DTA = TAEXP2−TAEXP1 . (6)
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5 but at 500 hPa.

Fig. 7. Evolution of (a) average DH (units: gpm) and (b) average TA (units: ◦C) within (30◦–31◦N, 113.5◦–114.5◦E),
where the rainfall was relatively intense, in EXP2. The gray line indicates EXP1 and the black line EXP2.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of average DH and average TA
within (30◦–31◦N, 113.5◦–114.5◦E). The evolution of aver-
age DH is similar to that of average TA, because DH is di-
rectly proportional to TA under the hydrostatic balance con-
straint. In EXP1, average DH decreases from 4504.3 gpm
at t = 17 h to 4484.2 gpm at t = 24 h, and varies little after

that; whereas, in EXP2, average DH increases rapidly from
about 4495.8 gpm at t = 19 h to about 4514.0 gpm at t = 21
h. During this period, the upper-level pressure rises and the
low-level pressure drops, resulting in the increase in DH. The
value of average TA in EXP2 rises by 2.7◦C at t = 21 h com-
pared with that in EXP1.
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The horizontal cross sections of DDH and DTA are shown
in Fig. 8. DDH is negative near the perturbation at t = 18 h,
which corresponds to a weakly negative DTA center. The
DDH intensifies quickly with the integration. The maxi-
mum DDH is greater than 21 gpm in association with a pos-
itive DTA center with a maximum DTA greater than 2.7◦C
at t = 20 h. The regions of positive DDH and DTA extend,
whereas the intensities weaken with the integration before
t = 24 h. By t = 30 h, the maximum values of DDH and
DTA decrease to about 18 gpm and 1.6◦C, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the horizontal cross section of the 700-
hPa difference vorticity and wind between EXP2 and EXP1.
Both the difference in vorticity and wind is very small at
t = 18 h. The difference in vorticity increases in associa-
tion with the intensification of the difference in wind. The
maximum value of the difference in vorticity is greater than
3× 10−5 s−1 near the perturbation at t = 20, and it increases
rapidly after t = 21 h, with the maximum value being greater
than 16×10−5 s−1 at t = 24 h. A mesoscale cyclonic circula-
tion forms in the difference in the wind field at t = 21 h (not
shown). By t = 30 h, the difference in vorticity is rather large,
with the positive-value region and the cyclonic circulation ex-
tending to the meso-α scale. We also see that the regions of

positive difference in vorticity all correspond to the cyclonic
circulations, suggesting that the latent heating is responsible
for the intensification of the MβV.

To analyze the energy difference between the two simu-
lations, we defined the difference in the total energy (DTE)
per unit mass (Zhang et al., 2003a; Tan et al., 2004) and total
kinetic energy per unit mass. The DTE is expressed as

DTE =
1
2

∑
(U′2i, j,k + V ′2i, j,k + κT ′2i, j,k) , (7)

where U′, V′ and T ′ are the differences in the wind compo-
nents and the difference in temperature between EXP2 and
EXP1; κ = Cp/R; i and j run over x and y grid points over the
region (20◦–50◦N, 80◦-120◦E); and k runs over the 11 levels
of 1000, 925, 850, 775, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200 and 100
hPa. The total kinetic energy (TKE) per unit mass is defined
as

TKE =
1
2

∑
(U2

i, j,k + V2
i, j,k + W2

i, j,k) , (8)

where U and V are the x- and y-components of wind speed,
respectively, and W is the vertical velocity in the z coordinate.

The evolution of the DTE is shown in Fig. 10a. After the
MWP is introduced into the model, DTE increases linearly

Fig. 8. Horizontal cross section of DDH (lines; contoured every 3 gpm) and DTA (shaded according to scale; units: ◦C)
at (a) t = 18 h, (b) t = 20 h, (c) t = 24 h and (d) t = 30 h.
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Fig. 9. Horizontal cross section of the difference in vorticity (shaded according to scale; units: ×10−5 s−1) and wind
(arrows; units: m s−1) at 700-hPa between EXP2 and EXP1 at (a) t = 18 h, (b) t = 20 h, (c) t = 24 h and (d) t = 30 h.
The rectangle denotes the main region of the vortex circulation.

with the integration. However, both TKEs over the same re-
gion in EXP1 and EXP2 decrease with the integration (shown
in Fig. 10b). This indicates that the decrease of the total en-
ergy is compensated by the latent heat energy in EXP2. As
some of the latent heat energy is converted into the kinetic
energy, the TKE in EXP2 decreases more slowly than that in
EXP1.

To reveal the development of the MβV, we calculated the
700-hPa TKE over the MβV circulation field (Fig. 10c). The
TKE varies little in EXP1, whereas in EXP2 the TKE in-
creases linearly after t = 18 h. Consequently, the LHF plays
an important role in the evolution of the dynamic fields and
the development of the MβV.

4. Impacts of moist process on the mLLJ and
MβV

Numerical simulations of the mei-yu system conducted
by Hsu and Sun (1994) showed that the LHR by stratiform
precipitation causes the 850-hPa pressure trough to deepen,
which induces convergent motion at low levels and gener-

ates a direct, cross-frontal secondary circulation that helps
keep the low-level wind supergeostrophic. Using Ertel’s PV
(e.g., Hoskins et al., 1985) inversion technique (Davis and
Emanuel, 1991), Chen et al. (2006) studied an MCS that
formed within the mei-yu frontal cloud band. They showed
that the latent heating from the MCS generated a positive PV
and height fall at low levels. The enhanced height gradient
induced northwestward-directed ageostrophic winds and the
LLJ formed southeast of the MCS under the effect of Coriolis
torque. In this study, we found that the mLLJ to the south-
west of the vortex intensifies with the rainfall and the latent
heat. It is necessary to analyze the formation mechanism of
the mLLJ and mesoscale vortex in more detail.

Figure 11 shows the vertical cross section of temperature
departures from the standard temperature of a reference at-
mosphere along 30.5◦N in EXP2. A cold region is evident
above grid point (30.5◦N, 114◦E) at t = 17 h, with the cold
center at 770 hPa (Fig. 11a). The low-level air is warmed
by the latent heat after the onset of rainfall. A warm center
occurs at 900 hPa at t = 18 h (not shown), and it rises to 770
hPa at t = 19 h (Fig. 11b), and to 600 hPa at t = 20 h (not
shown). These results demonstrate that the latent heat warms
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Fig. 10. (a) Evolution of DTE (units: m2 s−2). Evolution of
TKE (units: m2 s−2) in EXP1 and EXP2 over (b) the same re-
gion as the DTE computation region, and (c) the MβV circula-
tion field as shown in Fig. 9d.

the air from low to middle levels. According to the evolution
of precipitation intensity within (30◦–31◦N, 113.5◦–114.5◦E)
shown in Fig. 3, the rainfall is relatively weak at t = 18 h and
the convection is initiated at low-levels. When the convection
develops upwards, the rainfall intensifies rapidly and the la-
tent heat is released in the middle-to-upper levels. The warm
center disappears as the rainfall weakens quickly.

The impact of LHF on the winds is essential for the for-
mation of the mLLJ. Figure 12 shows the evolution of the

850-hPa winds, temperature, and associated 1-h accumulated
precipitation in EXP2. A cold center is located to the north of
Wuhan with a minimum temperature lower than 21◦C, and a
prevailing southwesterly wind across most areas to the south
of 32◦N at t = 17 h (Fig. 12a). With the intensification of
rainfall, a warm center forms to the south of Wuhan with
a maximum temperature and precipitation intensity greater
than 23.5◦C and 7 mm h−1, respectively, at t = 18 h (not
shown). When the rainfall intensifies to more than 10 mm
h−1 at t = 19 h, wind convergence occurs in the area surround-
ing the intense rainfall (Fig. 12b). The convergence is clear
at t = 21 h when the precipitation intensity is greater than 40
mm h−1 (Fig. 12c). The southwesterly blowing to the south of
the intense rainfall region is accelerated by the ageostrophic
winds induced by the LHR. However, the 850-hPa tempera-
ture near the intense rainfall region decreases to about 21.5◦C
at t = 21 h, indicating that convection has developed in the up-
per to middle levels, and rainfall evaporation has cooled the
low-level air. By t = 23 h, a cold center forms near Wuhan
(Fig. 12d).

The 500-hPa winds and temperature show a similar warm
center (not shown), but the warm center occurs at t = 20
h when the maximum 1-h accumulated precipitation was
greater than 40 mm; that is, the convection develops lead-
ing up to the mature stage, with the main LHR occurring
at middle levels. During this stage, the precipitation center
is consistent with the 500-hPa warm and divergence centers,
and the latent heating induces a divergent ageostrophic wind.
This middle-to-upper-level pumping effect favors the intensi-
fication of the rainfall.

Figure 13 shows the geopotential height and winds at 850
and 500 hPa in EXP2. At t = 17 h, southwesterlies occur near
Wuhan at both 850 and 500 hPa. When the rainfall intensifies
at t = 20 h, a meso-low and a meso-high form at 850 hPa and
500 hPa, respectively (Figs. 13a and c). Because of the heavy
rainfall, the low-level geopotential heights decrease rapidly,
with the minimum value lower than 1400 gpm at t = 20 h.
The release of latent heat causes intense convergence to form
at low levels, and rotating winds to form near Wuhan under
the effect of Coriolis torque. The mLLJ to the southeast of the
vortex is formed by the ageostrophic southwesterly winds,
and the meso-low with an intense height gradient also forms
through the geostrophic adjustment process. The increase in
the 500-hPa geopotential height leads to the stretching of the
air column and, because of the effects of PV conservation, the
intensification of the vorticity.

5. Summary and discussion
This paper describes the use of an improved version of a

three-dimensional η-coordinate mesoscale model to numeri-
cally simulate the “98.7” heavy rainfall event that occurred on
21 and 22 July 1998 over eastern Hubei Province, China. The
high temporal and spatial resolution model output data that
show the intense heavy rainfall, col field, MβV, and mLLJ
were analyzed. Two experiments were designed, in one of
which the LHF scheme was switched off, and in the other
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross section of temperature (units: ◦C) departures from the standard temperature of a reference atmo-
sphere along the latitude of 30.5◦N at (a) t = 17 h and (b) t = 19 h in EXP2. The shading shows the topography.

Fig. 12. 850-hPa winds (vectors; units: m s−1), temperature (solid lines; contoured every 0.5◦C), divergence (dashed
lines; contoured every 3× 10−5 s−1), and associated 1-h accumulated precipitation (shaded according to scale; units:
mm) at (a) t = 17 h, (b) t = 19 h, (c) t = 21 h and (d) t = 23 h in EXP2. The “N” symbol marks the location of Wuhan.
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Fig. 13. Geopotential height (lines; contoured every 5 gpm) and winds (arrows units: m s−1) in EXP2 at (a) 850 hPa at
t = 17 h, (b) 850 hPa at t = 20 h, (c) 500 hPa at t = 17 h, and (d) 500 hPa at t = 20 h.

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of the positive feedback among the MβV, rainfall, and mLLJ in the (a) initial
stage and (b) mature stage of the MβV. The curved surfaces p1 and p2 are the middle- and low-level isobaric
surfaces, respectively; the air column color reflects the intensity of latent heating; the red arrows are the mLLJ;
the black lines show the air flow in vertical cross section; the green arrows denote convergence; and the blue
arrow denotes the cyclonic rotation of the air.
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it was switched on after t = 17 h. At t = 17 h, a col field
background was evident in the middle reaches of the Yangtze
River at low levels, and then an MWP was introduced into the
model near the col point to simulate the formation process of
the MβV triggered by the MWP.

Our experiments show that the MWPs are able to induce a
weak MβV, but the MβV is short-lived and the rainfall is very
light without the LHF. When the LHF scheme is switched on
as the perturbation is introduced into the model, the MβV
develops quickly with intense rainfall and an mLLJ. It is
demonstrated that the MβV can be triggered by wind per-
turbation or an mLLJ in a weak wind environment, and it can
develop under the role of LHF. A weak wind environment
near the col point and dilatation axis is conducive to the for-
mation of mesoscale vortices.

The DH and TA between 400 and 700 hPa decreased af-
ter the MWP was introduced into the model without the LHF.
However, they increased rapidly when the LHF scheme was
switched on, with the air pressure falling at low levels and ris-
ing at upper levels. We found that the MβV, LLJ, and mLLJ
have a close relationship with the LHF. The mLLJ must be
induced by the ageostrophic winds generated by a local de-
pression in the intense rainfall area. When the convection de-
velops from low levels to upper levels, the rainfall intensifies
rapidly and the latent heat is released in the middle-to-upper
levels. The release of latent heat causes intense convergence
to form at low levels, and rotating winds to form near the
area of intense rainfall through Coriolis torque. The mLLJ
to the southeast of the vortex is formed by the ageostrophic
southwesterly winds, and a meso-low with an intense height
gradient also forms, through the geostrophic adjustment pro-
cess.

Based on our analysis, we developed a conceptual model
of the positive feedback among the mesoscale vortex, rain-
fall, and mLLJ (Fig. 14), which can be summarized as fol-
lows: (1) In the initial stage of the MβV (Fig. 14a), the MWP
triggers light rainfall in the col field, and latent heating occurs
at low levels, leading to weak convergence and ageostrophic
winds. (2) In the mature stage of the MβV (Fig. 14b), con-
vection develops into the middle-to-upper levels. The rainfall
intensifies as the latent heat warms the middle-to-upper-level
air, resulting in an increase in the average temperature and
stretching of the air column. Low-level cyclonic circulation
forms under the effect of Coriolis torque, and the mLLJ forms
to the southeast of the MβV. Then, the strengthened mLLJ
leads to the intensification of the vorticity, ascending motion,
and rainfall.
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